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FIRE PRECAUTIONS

(To be read by the Mayor if members of the public are present)

In the event of the fire alarm sounding, please leave the room immediately. Proceed 
downstairs by way of the main stairs or as directed by GBC staff, follow any of the emergency 
exit signs. People with disability or mobility issues please identify yourself to GBC staff who 
will assist in your evacuation of the building.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

 If you are in a wheelchair or have difficulty in walking and require 
access for this meeting, assistance can be provided by Town Hall 
staff on request.

If you require any of the services detailed above please ring the Direct Line 
for the Democratic Services Officer listed on the Summons (first page).

NOTE:

i. Councillors are requested to note that, if any Councillor who is not a Member of the Board 
wishes to speak at the Board meeting, then the Borough Solicitor is required to receive 
not less than 24 hours prior notice in writing or electronically and such notice shall 
indicate the agenda item or items on which the member wishes to speak. 

ii. Please note that mobile phones should be switched off or switched to silent for the duration 
of the meeting.

iii. This meeting may be filmed or otherwise recorded. By attending this meeting, you are 
consenting to any broadcast of your image and being recorded. 
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AGENDA

1.  APOLOGIES FOR NON ATTENDANCE 

2.  ELECTION OF VICE CHAIRMAN 

To elect from the Members of the Board a Vice-Chairman for the 
municipal year 2021-2022

3.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

All members are required to disclose at this point in the meeting or 
as soon as possible thereafter, any disclosable pecuniary interest or 
personal interest in any item(s) being considered at this meeting.

4.  MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING OF THE HOUSING 
BOARD HELD 

5.  DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

(NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a matter 
which is before the meeting of the Board provided that notice of the 
intended deputation and its object shall have been received by the 
Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday 21st June 2021. The total 
time for deputations in favour and against a proposal shall not 
exceed 10 minutes)

6.  PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for 
questions from Members of the public on matters within the terms of 
reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s) shall 
have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday 
21st June 2021)

7.  FIRE SAFETY POLICY REPORT 

The purpose of the report is to summarise the changes to the Fire 
Safety Policy and seek Board approval of the draft Policy for 
consultation with residents.

8.  ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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A MEETING OF THE HOUSING BOARD
WAS HELD ON 19 MARCH 2021

Councillor Hook

Councillors Mrs Batty, Beavis, Burgess, Mrs Cully, Hammond, Hutchison, Mrs Jones, 
Mitchell, Mrs Morgan, Murphy, Pepper, Philpott, Scard and Westerby

23. APOLOGIES FOR NON ATTENDANCE 

There were none. 

24. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Councillor Hammond declared that part of the application was within his ward and that he 
was considering the proposals with an open mind.

25. DEPUTATIONS - STANDING ORDER 3.4 

There were none. 

26. PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

There were none.

27. SOCIAL & AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME UPDATE 

Consideration was given to a report by the Head of Housing regarding the programme of 
new social and affordable homes within the Borough, seeking approval to change the sites 
which are earmarked to form the first tranche of development.

Members welcomed the proposals and advised that it reflected the Council’s long held view 
that brownfield sites should be used first when constructing new properties and reinforced 
that green space in areas was not under threat.

In answer to a Member’s question, the Board was advised that Officers were confident that 
the nitrates issues would be mitigated. In addition it was advised that the deadlines for the 
properties would be met and the proposal for the Council houses for Gosport residents was 
welcome. 

It was confirmed that the report had not been available for the cancelled meeting of the 
Board and that sites for additional houses were yet to be identified. 

Members expressed concern that the public may not understand the definition of Greenfield 
sites, and also sought clarification of where in the roads listed the sites were. The Chairman 
advised that he would ensure a press release was released advising of the locations and 
reiterating the definition of the brownfield sites.
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A Member advised that they had suggested some alternative sites and was advised they 
had been noted and were on the local plan. 

The Board were advised that the recommendations made at Community Board in January 
2020 were made to allow for a feasibility study and that this had taken place and had 
identified the corporate policy of using brownfield sites first. Green infill sites with no 
recreational value would also be looked at before difficult sites. 

Members were requested to bring any sites they felt suitable forward, and in addition the 
local plan was being reviewed and it would provide more opportunity. In particular a 
scheme in Grove Road was being developed. 

A Member advised that in addition to constructing 16 houses, another 16 properties had 
been bought by the Council and they advised that they were continually receiving requests, 
particular in the Bridgemary area for new Council housing to allow families to stay and live 
closer together. 

A Member advised that although the spaces were defined as brownfield, they looked like 
outdoor open space, and on Google Maps areas were shown as outdoor space.

A Member advised the Board that they wished for a proposal to be put forward to consider 
each site individually, and wished to see negatives and positives for each site. This was 
proposed and seconded

.
Members felt that the Board Members should have looked at all the sites prior to the 
meeting and expressed concern that Members would vote against a proposal if it fell within 
their ward, for political reasons. A Member reminded the Board they were there to make 
difficult decisions and that there were currently 1000 families on the waiting list for Council 
properties and that by ignoring the difficult decisions, the situations would not improve. 

Members advised that they had had the opportunity to discuss the sites with the Head of 
Housing prior to the meeting and was comfortable with the proposals and that putting the 
plans with the proposals may have caused confusion at this stage.

Members welcomed the work the Officer’s had undertaken in identifying much needed sites 
for families in need.

Members were reminded that the details of the proposal was ultimately for the Regulatory 
Board to consider and that this application was for approval of the first tranche and that the 
Council was obligated to try and find homes for families that needed them.

The proposed amendment was subsequently withdrawn. 

RESOLVED:
That the Board approved the amended first tranche of development sites.

28. ANY OTHER ITEMS 
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CHAIRMAN
There were none.

Concluded at 6.33 pm
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Board/Committee: Housing Board
Date of meeting: 23rd June 2021
Title: Fire Safety Policy
Author: Property Services Manager
Status: FOR DECISION

Purpose

The purpose of the report is to summarise the changes to the Fire Safety policy and 
seek Board approval of the draft Policy for consultation with residents. 

A subsequent report will be submitted with the details and findings of the consultation.

Recommendation

That the Board approves:

 The fire safety policy in draft for consultation with residents.

1.0 Background

1.1 Since the Grenfell disaster there has been much debate around fire safety 
in buildings, and all building owners have had to look closely at the properties 
they manage, consider what the risks are and what changes are required.

The main focus of discussion nationally since the disaster has been 
focussed on high rise blocks of flats, 6 storeys and above, and the 
associated cladding. The Fire Safety Act 2021 which has recently been 
granted Royal Assent seeks to improve fire safety in multi occupancy blocks 
of flats. 

The existing GBC Fire Safety Policy needs to be updated to reflect the latest 
legislation and current recommendations.

Whilst GBC does not own or maintain any housing blocks over 5 storeys, or 
with any combustible cladding, the  current  guidance and recommendations 
of the Act together with the 'Fire safety in purpose-built blocks of flats' 
document have been considered when updating this policy.

GBC current fire safety policy makes no reference to the management of 
combustible materials in common areas, and currently a common sense 
approach is adopted depending on the situation.

The updated policy aims to clearly lay out the position regarding communal 
areas to provide clarity to both staff and building occupants

2.0 Report
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2.1 The Fire Policy sets out the following:

 The Councils’ approach to undertaking FRAs
 Explanation of stay put policy
 Means of escape routes
 Use of firefighting equipment
 Smoke detection
 Management of combustible materials in communal areas
 Managing and enforcing the items kept on private balconies
 Fire safety Information

2.2 Good housekeeping is fundamental to reducing risk in blocks of flats and 
controlling the presence of combustible materials and ignition sources. 
There is a tendency for some residents to treat the common areas of blocks 
of flats as an extension of their own home. 

2.3 A significant update to the policy is the clarification of the management of 
the common areas, where there is a greater impact on the means of escape 
as a consequence of a fire or where there is an increased risk of a fire.

2.4 Decisions on fire safety are all dependent on the assessment of risk.

The assessment of risk takes into account the different nature of the blocks, 
and the differing degree of risk associated with them. For example, a high 
rise enclosed block carries a much higher risk than a two storey block with 
open walkways.

It is important to balance this risk with the view that we want residents to feel 
that their environment is welcoming and encourages them to maintain their 
property and be invested in the local environment.

2.5 It is proposed to adopt a ‘zero tolerance’ or ‘managed use’ policy for 
communal areas of blocks of flats, depending on the type or design of the 
block. Guidance and recommendations on these options are stated within 
'Fire safety in purpose-built blocks of flats' guidance produced by the Local 
Government Association, and still widely referenced within the housing 
sector.

2.6 A ‘zero tolerance’ approach is one in which residents are not permitted to 
use the common parts to store, or dispose of their belongings or rubbish. 
No exceptions would apply. It would ensure that the common parts are 
effectively ‘sterile’ i.e. free of combustible material, ignition sources and 
obstructions.

2.7 It is recommended that the fire safety policy is updated to state a ‘zero 
tolerance’ policy to blocks of flats where there is a greater impact on the 
means of escape as a consequence of a fire or there is an increased risk of 
a fire. 



Therefore the following communal areas will have a 'zero tolerance' policy 
where: 

 Common walkways or stairwells are enclosed (except for 
sheltered schemes) or 

 Hostels or 
 Fire risk assessment recommendation identifies that the 'managed 

use' is not appropriate 

2.8 A managed use approach allows strictly defined use of common parts and 
limits the items allowed, to control fire load and ease of ignition. It includes 
strict conditions on where such items can be kept. For example, a 
‘managed use’ policy might permit residents to:

 Place pot plants and door mats outside their front doors
 Have framed pictures and notice boards on walls
 Store bicycles or prams in places that are out of the way and not likely 

to cause obstruction

2.9 A 'managed use' approach is recommended where common walkways are 
external and not enclosed, or the block of flats is a sheltered scheme. 

If there is a fire in common walkways that are not enclosed and the block is 
low rise the risks to residents are reduced

2.10 Whilst the sheltered blocks of flats have enclosed walkways a 'managed use' 
is recommended as it benefits older and disabled people in particular by 
allowing them to store mobility aids at the point of access and enables the 
common areas to be 'homely'. The buildings have effective security access 
controls, interlinked smoke detection and alarm systems, and the buildings 
are managed with Council staff on site who can actively manage the risks.

2.11 The other most significant addition to the policy is the enforcement of items 
kept on private balconies. Our insurers have issued guidance on fire safety 
relating to balconies and part of the guidance states: “The fire safety issues 
extend beyond the combustible elements of construction, the way occupiers 
use balconies for outdoor living and storage presents a significant risk.” 

The use of barbeques, fire pits, or patio heaters on private balconies is 
prohibited. Any items stored or fixed to the private balcony must be non-
combustible to reduce the risk of a fire starting, or spreading.

2.12 Other updates to the fire policy include:

 noting the individual doors opening onto common parts of the 
building and external walls

 reference to the PAS79-2:2020 code of practice for fire risk 
assessments



 training for those using fire extinguishers in sheltered schemes and 
hostels

 requirement for maintaining fire safety information in sheltered 
schemes and hostels  

3.0 Consultation

3.1 Residents and leaseholders residing in council-owned blocks, as well as 
the Residents Group, will be consulted to get their views on the changes to 
the Fire Safety Policy, in particular, the management of communal areas, 
to ensure a fair and measured approach is taken prior to implementation. 

3.2 Details and findings of the consultation, together with residents’ views, will 
be shared in a subsequent report. An Equality Impact Assessment on the 
changes, taking account of residents’ and leaseholders’ feedback, will also 
be included with that report.

4.0 Conclusion

4.1 Building and fire safety is of paramount importance to residents and the 
council. We are committed to ensuring that our properties are safe to live in 
and residents feel safe in their homes.

The policy has a focus on managing communal areas to minimise the risk 
of a fire, on avoiding obstructions to the means of escape in the event 
there is a fire, and adopts an approach to manage the communal areas 
that recognises these are people’s homes.

No explicit policy currently exists to cover this issue. Officers need clarity 
when enforcing health and safety in our housing stock, and residents’ 
expectations and obligations need to be effectively managed.

4.2 Subject to consultation it is intended that a gradual roll out of the policy will 
be implemented starting with the highest risk blocks first. Property Services 
will work closely with Housing Management to ensure all residents affected 
by this change are informed, and given reasonable time to make any 
amendments necessary to comply with the policy. 

Officers routinely check communal areas and highlight any areas of concern, 
so in many cases implementation will be a reinforcement of the current 
status quo.

4.3 Managing and maintaining this policy will be the responsibility of all 
Housing staff who regularly visit the blocks. This includes Neighbourhood 
Housing Officers, Surveyors, Neighbourhood Service Officers, and 
cleaning staff.

Financial Services comments: N/A



Legal Services comments: Contained within the report
Equality and Diversity: An EIA on the policy changes and resident 

consultation feedback will be submitted in a 
subsequent report.

Climate Change implications: N/A
Corporate Plan: Empower our residents, raise aspirations, 

deliver effective services
Background Papers: None
Appendices: Appendix 1 – Draft Fire Safety Policy
Report Author/Lead Officer: Dean Pickett, Property Services Manager
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1. Purpose and scope
This policy is to be approved as part of the consolidation and rewrite of all 
Gosport Borough Council Housing Property Services policy documents.

The policy applies to the repairs and maintenance service provided to the 
council's tenants and leaseholders. It defines rules to be applied but stops 
short of giving detailed procedural guidance as this may change.

In addition, reference should be made to the relevant tenancy agreement or 
lease document.

2. Document context
This document should be read in conjunction with:

 The relevant policy guideline document which outlines further detail 
when implementing a policy.

 The Asset Management Strategy which sets out a framework for the 
council's Housing Revenue Account (HRA) properties to make future 
decisions about its assets over the next 30 years.

 Where relevant there are links to legislation related to the policies as 
necessary, however be aware that some changes to the legislation 
published may be outstanding and legal advice should be sought where 
appropriate.  
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3. Arbitration and escalation
Front-line staff requiring help interpreting and implementing the policy should 
seek advice from their line manager in the first instance.

Where a decision requires arbitration or further escalation the following table 
outlines the escalation pathway.

Escalation Job Title

First Senior Surveyor

Second Property Services Manager

Third Head of Building Maintenance – PCC as part of shared 
management arrangement

In addition, a tenant or leaseholder can make a formal complaint using the 
council's complaints policy. In the first instance they should contact the person 
or section dealing with their problem and ask to register a complaint.
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4. Fire safety

4.1. Purpose

This policy outlines the council's approach to the management of fire safety 
and its obligations with regard to the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 
2005, Housing Act 2004, Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and their 
successors.

4.2. Scope 

The policy covers all council Housing Revenue Account (HRA) dwellings 
including sheltered schemes, Hostels, and the common parts of blocks of flats. 
It also includes all other HRA assets as appropriate such as The Town Hall. 

4.3. Fire risk assessment 

The council will undertake Fire Risk Assessments (FRA) to all relevant 
properties under the Fire Safety Act 2021 and Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) 
Order 2005 implementing appropriate fire measures to all blocks of flats to 
minimise the risk of injury or loss of life in the event of a fire

For the purpose of FRAs the Responsible Person will be the Property Services 
Manager. 

A Type 1 non-destructive survey to the common parts of blocks of flats 
including external structures using the PAS79-2:2020 Code of Practice for all 
FRAs undertaken.

A new FRA assessment will be undertaken every 9 years or when a planned 
maintenance evaluation is undertaken.

A review of an FRA will be undertaken whenever a significant change has 
occurred to a block of flats or asset but will not exceed 3 years from the 
original FRA. A more frequent review will be carried out if deemed appropriate 
by the surveyor undertaking the original FRA.

No more than two reviews will be undertaken of an original FRA before 
undertaking a new FRA.

FRAs for higher risk assets such as sheltered blocks, hostels, or commercial 
properties, will be undertaken by appropriately experienced third party 
registered fire risk assessors. FRAs for lower risk assets such as blocks of 
flats that are five storeys and below, will be undertaken by in-house building 
surveyors who have completed appropriate training to demonstrate their 
competence.  

Residents in sheltered or supported housing or individual residents identified 
in general needs housing who are at a higher risk of fire in their own 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/1541/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/1541/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/34/contents
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accommodation, a person centred fire risk assessment will be undertaken that 
relates to the safety of the residents. 

4.4. Stay put policy

If a fire starts within a resident’s flat, the occupants should alert others within 
the flat, make their way out of the building and contact the fire and rescue 
service.

If a fire starts in the common parts, anyone in these areas should make their 
way out of the building and contact the fire and rescue service.

All other residents within a block of flats not directly affected by the fire are 
expected to 'stay put' and remain in their flat unless directed to leave by the 
fire and rescue service.

4.5. Means of escape routes

Fire separation and compartmentalisation between the common parts and 
individual properties will be maintained and actions undertaken as appropriate.

Where property entrance doors open directly onto a single communal escape 
route then a minimum of a 'notional fire door ' * should be installed for low rise 
blocks (up to two storeys). An 'upgraded fire door' + should be installed for 
medium rise blocks (three to five storeys) 

In all circumstances a minimum 800mm walkway must be maintained at all 
times or the width defined in Part B of the fire safety building regulations, 
whichever is greater. 

Mobility scooters should not be stored or charged in the internal communal 
area unless an area has already been specifically designed and set aside for 
this purpose. Any residents storing mobility scooters in the internal communal 
areas will be dealt with in accordance with the Tenancy Agreement, which 
states all communal areas must be kept free from obstructions 

Emergency lighting will be installed to all means of escape routes as 
appropriate and will be regularly tested. A standard test will be undertaken 
monthly and a discharge test will be undertaken annually. 

Decorated surfaces will be to class 'O' standard to prevent the spread of 
flame. 

*Notional fire doors’ are doors that may have been in place for many years and met earlier standards of 
manufacture and legislation. However, this does not mean that they are not fit for purpose, providing they 
are still in good condition. 

+ Upgraded doors are existing doors that have been upgraded and defined as a solid core door that has 
had intumescent fire and smoke seals fitted and a protected letterbox 
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4.6. Firefighting Equipment

Fire extinguishers will be located as necessary to only assist building staff or 
contractors to exit a building and use an escape route, they will only be used 
by those that have received appropriate training. Fire extinguishers will be 
checked monthly and serviced annually

4.7. Smoke detectors

All council dwellings, including those of leaseholders, will be fitted with at least 
one mains operated smoke detector with a battery back-up on each dwelling 
floor level as appropriate which will be replaced in accordance with 
manufacturer's instructions by the expiry date. If on inspection the smoke 
detector is within one year of the manufacturer's expiry date it will be replaced.

We will regularly test smoke detectors installed within our council dwellings.  
However leaseholders will be responsible for testing smoke detectors within 
their own dwelling. 

4.8. Management of Communal Areas

In communal areas where the common walkways or stairwells form the means 
of escape routes and are enclosed, or the block is a Hostel, a 'zero tolerance' 
approach will be enforced with regard to resident's possessions to ensure that 
the common parts are ‘sterile’ and free of combustible material, ignition 
sources and obstructions 

The management of communal areas and residents possessions within the 
common parts of block of flats will be a 'managed use' approach where 
common walkways are external.

The 'managed use' permits residents to have the following items within the 
common areas providing they do not cause obstruction to the means of 
escape

 place pot plants and door mats outside their front doors

 have framed pictures and notice boards on walls

 store bicycles, and prams in places that are out of the way

 Small non-combustible (e.g. Ceramic) ornaments 

The management of communal areas and residents possessions within the 
common parts of the block of flats that are sheltered blocks will be a 'managed 
use' approach.  

The 'managed use' permits residents to have the following items within the 
common areas providing they do not cause obstruction to the means of 
escape and have been approved by the Scheme Manager
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 place pot plants and door mats outside their front doors

 have framed pictures and notice boards on walls

 Small non-combustible (e.g. Ceramic) ornaments

 basic furniture and not upholstered seating 

If a fire risk assessment or other block inspection identifies that the 'managed 
use' is not appropriate due to other risk factors such as assessment of the 
building fire escape routes and fire protection, anti-social behaviour, fire 
incidents or the approach not being adhered to appropriately by residents, 
then a decision will be made on whether any specific block of flats should have 
a 'zero tolerance' approach enforced.  

This decision will be made jointly by the Head of Housing and the Property 
Services Manager.

4.9. Private Balconies

The use of any barbeques, fire pits or patio heaters on any private balcony is 
prohibited. Any items stored or fixed to the private balcony must be non-
combustible. 

4.10. Fire Safety Information 

Fire Safety Log books will be located in any buildings where staff are located 
in offices, to assist site management teams so that they can record fire safety 
training, maintenance inspections and fire incidents. The log books will be 
retained on site for three years. 

Premises Information boxes providing information regarding the building, 
active fire protection systems and vulnerable residents, will be accessible to 
Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service when attending a fire incident in all 
sheltered schemes and Hostels.
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